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Three Ferguson nominees
get A.S. Council approval

Russ Le,
LeOnar d Nimoy, the immortal Spock of Star Trek fame, flashes the Vulcan
,ign to an audience of 2,500 who gathered to hear him speak Wednesday.

The appointments of three nevt
council members were ratified at
the A.S. Council meeting Wednesday.
Following a recommendation by
A.S. President James Ferguson,
Ellen Bellande, John Davis and
Michael Roberts were approved by
the necessary two-thirds vote of
council.
Ferguson made the appointments
after considering all the applications, including those recommended by the personnel selection
committee.
The committee had originally
recommended Bellande, Roberts
and Bill Clarkson, president of the
Spartan Shops board of directors.
Last week the selection committee met with Ferguson and was
informed of "certain facts about
individuals they were not cognizant
of," according to Ferguson.
He also noted that the criteria
used in the selection of personnel
were brought out.
Clarkson’s position was questioned earlier this year when it was
learned he had spoken to Councilwoman Margaret Sepeda before she

’Star Trek still relevant’

Nimoy speaks on series
By Kevin Dwyer
The peinted ears were missing
and the spacey costume has long
since seen its day, but for Leonard
Nimoy, Star Trek’s famous Mr.
Spock, the show and character are
as relevant today as ever.

and got a call to pick up a Mr.
Kennedy at the Belmont Hotel in
Hollywood. Being from Massachusetts I wondered if it was the
senator. I asked the bellhop in front
of the hotel if he knew but he just
shrugged his shoulders.

"The show stands for something.
It talks about the possibility of mankind in the future. Star Trek says,
’See, mankind has survived, the
future has something to offer, each
individual has a place in the sun,’ "
he said.

"As the senator came out the
door I told the bellhop it was him,
but he didn’t seem to care. The
senator wanted to go to the Bel Air
Hotel to hear Adlai Stevenson speak.
As we drove off I asked if he was
Senator Kennedy. He said yes, and
lit up like a light bulb.

Nimoy, who portrayed the halfhuman, half-vulcan Mr. Spock in the
popular TV series for five years,
spoke to 2,500 people Wednesday
night at the Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds Pavillion about himself
and the television series.
Nimoy, who’s been acting for 23
years, is very different in personality from the cool, logical
demeanor of Mr. Spock. However,
he’s quick to point out he enjoys the
comparison.
"Spock is intelligent, sensitive,
wise and has a terrific sense of
humor and if people want to associate these qualities with me, that’s
all right too," he said.
Along with being a character
actor who played three different
roles in a single episode of Mission
Impossible. Nimoy loves to indulge
in curiosity.
He related an incident that
helped develop this interest:
"I was driving a taxi in LA in 1956

"He picked my brains apart with
questions: who am I, where am I
from, what am I doing in California
and soon.
"He was a desperately curious
individual. He wanted to know
everything. The incident taught me
a lot, that curiosity can be a great
way of life," he said.
Curiosity has moved Nimoy in
other directions. He has combined
his love for writing and photography
to produce two books of poetry and a
biography, in addition to doing
numerous TV and movie roles. But
still his life never moves very far
without going back to Star Trek.
"It was finished before it was
made. The ideas were supposed to
be experienced in the 22nd century
but those ideas are relevant now,"
he said.
Nimoy explained most of the
ideas for the show came from daily
newspapers.

"I was reading an article in the
New York Times that would make a
perfect Star Trek story. The
Acropolis in Greece is being corroded and destroyed by pollution
and the government in Greece is
planning to take it down and construct a plastic imitation.

Michael Roberts
resigned last summer.
The resignation was submitted in
August but dated June 31.
A.S. policy has been that if a person resigns from a post before the
term actually begins the next
highest vote-getter will fill the
vacancy.
However, while Sepeda’s resignation was dated June 31 it was submitted in late August so Clarkson
could not just step in.
Clarkson admitted talking to
Sepeda before she resigned. She
resigned to take a job at Cal-State
Bakersfield as housing director.
The personnel selection committee interviews applicants for
positions and makes recommendations to Ferguson. So far this year
Ferguson has accepted most of the
committee’s recommendations.
Councilman Nathan Price said he
abstained from the vote on Davis because he felt Davis was not one of

Ellen Bellarde

John Davis

the top candidates available for the
position.
Price said Davis lacked enthusiasm that he was looking for in
applicants during the interviews.
Price also pointed out that Davis
told the committee he had a
graduate class on Wednesdays he
could not always miss.
Davis was unavailable for comment.
Council meets Wednesdays at 3
p.m.
Ferguson chose Davis from the
pool of applicants and not the ones
recommended by the committee.
Ferguson said he chose Davis because he is an older student and can
represent a part of the A.S. not now
represented.
A business administration
student, Davis said he would like to
be the "link" between graduate students and a government he feels few
are aware of.
"I have no experience in student

government or politics," he said.
"But I feel this may work to my
advantage because I can evaluate
things without any bias or preconceived notions."
Bellande also is a business administration graduate student who
Ferguson called conscientious and
objective.
Bellande is president of the SJSU
Italian Language club, has been a
stewardess, manager of an apartment complex and personnel
director on aircraft.
Michael Roberts served as attorney general under former A.S.
President John Rico in fall, 1974.
He said he resigned because he
was trying. to strengthen and improve the office to benefit students
but could not.
Roberts said he sees ways to improve A.S. services to students. He
suggested pamphlets to inform students during elections as an
example.

"Just imagine, Spock and Kirk
discovering an unknown civilization
and then finding out that all the
great art works and monuments are
plastic. Wow!" he said.
Nimoy said he adapted Spock’s
familiar Vulcan peace sign (the
spread fingers creating the letter V
from a Hebraic ritual.
"When I was a boy, the high
priest was blessing the congregation
in which only those consummated
were allowed to look, but I took a
peek. It took years of diligent practice and self-denial to learn how to
spread my fingers like that." he
said.
Nimoy first introduced the
Vulcan sign in one of his favorite
episodes entitled "A Mock Time," in
which he visited his home planet
Vulcan for the first time.
The episode also was famous for
the Vulcan salutation, ’live long and
prosper.’
Nimoy said if given the opportunity to play any other role in the
history of TV he would choose Spock.
"Spock touches the universal
chord the dignity of the individual
being on his own terms in a constructive sense," he said.
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Anna McNeil, a graduate student in public health, is
left holding the megaphone before a non-existant
rally for the Great American Smokeout, a campaign
conducted by the Cancer Society. The society hoped

to gather 45,000 pledges not to smoke. Oscar Battle,
health educator along with Laurel Wheeler had
gathered about 200 pledges on campus. Only two or
three students showed for yesterday’s rally.

Joggers hit the road for various reasons
By Robyn M. McGee
"This experience is a newly discovered form of meditation, and one
more way for you to discover you
. . .
Take a short run and short may
be 10 yards or 10 blocks that’s
your own private affair. . ."
Fred Roche "The Zen of Running"
Although this is somewhat a
philosophical reason for jogging,
reasons for jogging are as diverse as
those who jog.

Jogging has gained popularity
the last ten years but it is by no
means a fad, according to Conry.
"Jogging has been around for
centuries. It comes from the innate
desire in man to run."
Conry, who teaches two morning
jogging classes, instructs her
students not only on the mechanics
of jogging but also the importance of

nutrition and weight control.
"It is important that you develop
your own running pace and
gradually work into a jogging
program. I recommend people jog in
the early morning, since there is less
smog and pollution in the air and it’s
a good way to begin a day," Conry
said.
Conry begins her class with a few
laps around the SJSU track, then

track to the gym for lecture or
stretching exercises. Besides environmental considerations, ground
surface, clothing and breathing
methods are essential to the jogger,
she said.
"The track is probably the best
place to jog, since it has a rubberized surface and allows the runner
some ’give,’ " Conry said. "The

Fireman Ron Moore. 40, began
jogging on the advice of his doctor.
According to Moore, staying in
shape gives him a greater chance of
recovering should he have a heart
attack
Moore gets off of work at 6 a. m
and heads straight for the track.

See page 4 for
related stories

"I like jogging in the morning,"
Moore said. "When I first started, I
jogged on the pavement. I started
running on the track because I was
always either fighting the cars or
falling into holes and gullies in the
ground."

Some people jog to lose weight,
some jog to build sharper muscle
tones and still some just to experience a sense of freedom.
"Many people are jogging now as
a form of meditation," said Barbara
Conry. P.E. instructor. "It allows
them to come in touch with their own
consciousness. They are able to
withdraw from the real world and
fantasize."
Nancy Alleman, 22-year-old P. E.
major and Conry’s teaching assistant agrees. "I really enjoy running.
I’m able to set my own challenges. If
I’m feeling uptight or worried I go
running to internalize my thought
and not take it out on other people."

beach is also a good place to un because although the sinking alteration is a little greater it allows the
jogger to be close to nature," she
added.

According to Conry, football.
basketball and baseball coaches all
insist their players run to build
cardio-vascular endurance. Part of
Conry’s lectures include the physical changes that occur in aerobic
exercises and the advantages of
better circulation which occur
during jogging.

The experience of logging can be a form of meditation,
But the reasons why people participate in this rigorous

exercise differ with each logger The benefits can be
PsYcboloclical as well as physical

"Since the blood is circulating
much better during jogging this
allows for clearer skin, more even
breathing and a sharpened auditory
sense," she said.

"Jogging is an excellent way to
lose weight but I emphasize to my
students that the calorie intake must
decrease too."
Social science major Toni Cooper
said she first began jogging to lose
weight. Besides losing weight, her
lungs felt clearer and she is more
alert in class.
But, she warned. "overweight
people should take it easy at first. If
you go too fast you’ll get tired and
discouraged."
As a kind of joint physical fitness
effort, husbands and wives and
friends jog together.
Conry said this is fine, but she
cautions, "A lot of women get discouraged because they can’t keep up
with their husbands. If you do co-jog,
you should do so with someone at
your same running level."

Weather
Mostly fair through Saturday
with night and morning fog. Highs
will be in the upper 60’s and lows in
the low 50’s. Light winds with low
pollution counts.
SJSU Meteorology Deportment
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Editorial
Job as campus watchdog more
important than hurt feelings
Throughout our nation’s history, there has been an
adversary relationship between government and the
press.
The founding fathers wisely chose to provide constitutional guarantees against governmental control of
the press on the grounds an informed public through a
free press is the best way to preserve government of
the people. by the people and for the people.
That relationship, however imperfect, has persisted
and extends to student press coverage of A.S. government.
Politicians, including those in AS., often have a
genuine distrust of the news media. Part of it stems
from an inability to control news content and part from
an inability to control all those forces within which they
operate.
The major reason, however, is that they feel the
good things they do will draw little attention, while the
bad things they do will invariably bring considerable
interest.
Few persons remembered, for example, that
Wilbur Mills was at one time one of the most powerful
men in the U.S. House of Representatives when he
emerged bruised and bleeding from a limousine after a
bout with Fanny Fox. the tidal basin bombshell.
On a more local level, when an A.S. president
spends money on things such as plants, business cards,
nameplates and even a parking ticket, it will generate
more response and be of more interest than a story
about a legislative program proposed by a lobbyist for
the CSUC Student President’s Association.
When this happens, as it invariably must, the
beleaguered politician is often inclined to lash out at
the news source or the informant rather than take his
or her lumps and get on with business.

Recent attacks on the Daily by the A.S. executive,
therefore, are not unexpected. Under the circumstances, however, they are largely unfounded.
Throughout the semester, the Daily has run stories
many of them on the front page
on what A.S.
government has done or is doing.
Our purpose, then and now, is to keep our readership, the campus community, informed and aware.
Our basic premise is that all government activities,
including executive spending, should be open to public
scrutiny.
What A.S. does, we will write about, but we are not a
propaganda arm of A.S. government.
We do perform a service function and we will try to
keep students informed about what is going on at SJSU
but, in taking that responsibility, we report the good
along with the bad, not just the pablum the public
relations experts attempt to feed us through so many
press releases.
That is not to say we have not made mistakes. As
has been noted, our editorial page has included many
letters criticizing our coverage.
Unlike other papers, however, we have printed
nearly every letter, good and bad, that we have
received. We have learned from them, too.
And just as we have learned from that criticism, it
would be good for A.S. government to accept and learn
from the criticism it receives.
In performing our duty as a watchdog for the
student interest, we will continue to report those actions taken by groups and individuals that concern our
readers.
If such reporting proves to be either offensive or
embarrassing to those persons and groups we cover, so
be it.
That’s our loh We can do no more and no less.
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Filling in the Blanks

’Wimp tennis’
just a put-on
Editor :
Len Hill’s Nov. 10 article on the
infamous sport of "wimp tennis" is
one of the most articulate and entertaining bits of reading that I have
enjoyed recently.
In a sense, his article says it all
However. I am afraid that he may
have been too subtle, thereby failing
to reach the very audience he was
aiming at.
Mr. Hill’s article was a complete
put-on, he being one of the most
dedicated badminton players in all
of Northern California.
Here are a couple of reasons why
the extremely demanding worldwide sport of badminton is little
known and little understood:
I) As noted in the original Oct. 28
article, it is very hard to get rich
playing badminton. Making the
almighty dollar is so overly important to our society that a game
like badminton, which is played
mostly for enjoyment rather than
dollars, is necessarily regarded as
being a "minor" sport. Our grossly
overpaid football, basketball,
baseball, etc. players are idolized
not only for their athletic abilities
( which I am not trying to minimize
in any respect) but for their moneymaking ability.
2t I don’t know the genesis of the
term "wimp tennis." Unfortunately
a lot of people seem to think that a
sport in which the contestants don’t
go around maiming each other and
observe reasonably good manners
rather than indulging themselves in
a "kill the umpire" posture must of
necessity be sissy, chicken, unmanly. etc.
The sport of badminton makes
very severe demands upon a person’s physical condi1ioning: lung
capacity ( so that you can continue to
breathe as you play! ). conditioning
of the leg muscles, need for quick
reflexes, ability to stop and start
quickly over an extended period of
time. etc.
Rio don’t take my word for it Do
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as Len Hill has suggested "investigate such claims as are made in
this article." Play some badminton
against somebody who plays the
game seriously.
You will then be in a far better
position to decide whether the term
"wimp tennis" is appropriate if
you are still capable of making
decisions by that time!
Dr. Hugh M. Edgar
Mathematics professor

People must
demand rights
Editor:
So now wt see the truth; that this
government, which helped to put
"Shah the Bloodthirsty" in power in
1953, is aiding SAVAK, his blood
collectors.
The Houston police arrested a
peaceful demonstration of 99 Iranian
students, and the San Francisco
police arrested an ISA member for
wearing a mask during a protest
demonstration against the shah.
KS.IS is now keeping an agent of
the shah on SJSU radio and all this
aid more is revealing that the
government whose people fought so
hard against fascism during WWII is
supporting fascism.
Whore is the justice for the men
who died in the battlefields has it
all become useless like the Vietnam
War?
Every agrument KS.IS made to
keep the shah’s program on the
radio is another round of ammunition for SAVAK. And every lie
they made atiout freedom of speech
hammers aaother nail into
freedom’s coffin.
But our go% ernment has to lie
about the true situation in Iran
because we need their oil to keep
rolling off the assembly lines the
finished war machine products, so
the shah can maintain himself in
power.
In the letter ’KS.IS Board Move
Upheld,’ Dr. Mc(’afferty doesn’t
understand the ISA problem. He
stated, "The ISA attacks the lack of
freedom of speech under the Shah of
Iran and would destroy that same
freedom here."
How can anyone believe the ISA
could destroy freedom here, if KSJS
took off the airwaves the shah’s lies,
when the freedom McCafferty
speaks of never existed for the
masses?
And his using John Stuart Mill’s
quote shows a total lack of understanding of why there is no freedom
of speech in this country.
The Bill of Rights is English, and
he quote of Mill’s is English, which
only shows that this country is still
being run by the English way of
thinking, and so of course, all the
other cultures can go to hell.
If you have a class system like
that in England
and the U.S. does
then there will be no freedom for
the masses because the ruling class
controls the media, and they keep
the masses thinking they have
freedom of speech, as long as they
don’t stand up and demand it
Elaine M Endow
Art senior

Soft contacts
aren’t that bad
Editor:
This is in response to Laurie
Slothower’s column about soft
contact lenses (Nov. 15).
I hope she hasn’t discouraged too
many people from considering the
use of these so-called "status
symbols" of the 20th century. They
are not as bad as she makes them
out to be.
There are two types of soft
contact lenses: hydrocurve and
polymacon ( manufactured by
Bausch and Lomb). I have worn the
type from Bausch and Lomb for over
a year and have had no trouble whatsoever.
If one takes the time to read the
instructions carefully, there should
not be any problems ( if there are,
the eye doctor should be consulted).
Bausch and Lomb makes a film
showing how to insert the lenses,
which is shown in the doctor’s office.
The instruction book makes it
perfectly clear also. I had never
even been able to put eye drops into
my eyes, and inserting the lenses
caused no problems at all.
It is recommended that one buy
insurance for the lenses. All of the
information about this is included in
the kit. If a lens is lost, it can be
replaced for around $20.
The instruction book makes a
point about not using any kind of eye
drops or commercial hard lenses
solutions. The soft lenses are highly
absorbant, so these can ruin or
discolor the lenses.
Since the lenses float on the
eyeball and are kept moving when
one blinks, they certainly are not
meant to be worn when one is
sleeping. If you do accidently fall
asleep with them in, the instructions
also tell you what to do.
One of the important things to do
is not to wear them longer than the
recommended amount of time
during the adjustment period. The
eyes have to get use to this "foreign
material" gradually, so wearing
them longer will only irritate the
eyes.
The care of soft lenses is simple;
with the polymacon type only one
solution is required to clean, wet,
and soak the lenses. The solution
consists of salt tablets ( which last
about a year) and distilled water.
The lenses are boiled in a small unit
that sterilizes them for 25 minutes
and then turns itself off.
I have been very happy with my
contacts, as have many of my
friends. Thus far, the only people
that I know of that have been dissatisfied with their contacts, have
been those who have obviously been
careless.
Their motto must be, "if all else
fails, read the instructions." For
those who are looking for an alternative to glasses or hard contact
lenses, soft lenses are certainly
worth investigating.
Karen Rupert
Liberal Studies senior

Varied ’Letters to the Editor’
,.
give editors, reporters insight
By Steven C. Taylor
It stands on my desk like a
monster waiting to pounce. Which it
usually does.
When I sink into my chair, I find
myself looking up to it; symbolizing,
I suppose, both my interest in its
intent and my wariness of its
judgment.
It is a mere two feet in height and
made of simple pine wood hardly
a threatening object on the surface.
But it is not the surface that makes
this box induce fear. Rather, it is
what is inside.
For through the thin slot atop this
box are delivered "letters to the
editor," a term that hardly seems
appropriate as some others such
as "letters to the dummies" or
"letters to you inconsiderate bums."
This correspondence is the newspaper’s initial feedback as to what
its readers are thinking. For this
reason alone, one finds letters to be
of utmost importance to the editors
and reporters whom this feedback
usually comments upon.
It also seems to be noticable to
most readers, too. A recent example
can be cited as to just how closely
letters are read by the public at
large, even when they seem to
concern rather obscure subject
matter.
A letter appeared earlier this
month concerning an article we
printed about badminton. Referring
to it in a seemingly nasty way as
"wimp tennis," the writer criticized
our news judgment and launched an
apparently viscious attack on
badminton players in general.
That issue of the Daily had barely
been on the stands a few hours

before reaction came pouring in. Not
only did letters show up, but also
their writers, who wanted assurance
their views would be printed
promptly.
A representative sample was
printed soon afterwards, only to be
followed this week by yet another
letter on the subject.
This one, from a mathematics
professor, chided those letters for
getting so upset over the first letter.
It seems that the critic of "wimp
tennis" who spawned that wave of
anger is actually a badminton enthusiast whose intent was tongue-incheek.
Steven C. Taylor is the Spartan
Daily’s Opinion Page Editor.
Of course, what totally amazes
me is that the subject of badminton
produced a flurry of opinion, while
such issues as A.S. spending,
possible parking restrictions and
Iranian student activity drew mostly
yawns from the average SJSU
student.
Such selective apathy does not
extend to all fields, however.
For example, there is one area
where there has been a steady
stream of reader criticism regarding Daily coverage
concert
reviews.
Now, a concert review. by its
intent, is supposed to show a bias.
Reviewers are given the responsibility to judge a concert as they see
it, taking into account many more
aspects than the average concert
goer.
But that hasn’t stopped a steady
flow of angry letters.

A review of Bruce Spnngsteen’s
performance attracted two long
letters and some other threatened
ones. A critique of the Who and
Grateful Dead appearance also
drew both written and verbal scorn.
More recently, a review of John
Sebastian and Kenny Rankin concert resulted in a rash of angry
phone calls and a three -page
"rebuttal" to our writer’s views.
For various reasons, including its
length and the fact that it had to be
typed and there was no time to do it.
the "rebuttal" was held and then
eventually became outdated.
But if timeliness of news is short,
reader memory is long.
The "rebuttal" writer returned
earlier this week with another letter
this one much shorter which
asked, "How can you advertise day
after day ’write us, the Spartan
Dail" when you won’t publish the
letters you receive?"
He is not the first one to question
me -in such a manner, though he is
the first one who would not directly
confront me.
Briefly, it is true that the Daily
doesn’t publish all the letters it
receives. Neither does any other
newspaper, professional or
scholastic, in the country.
Discretion is utilized regarding
the space that is available, the
length of the letters, the quality of
their content and the newsworthiness of the subject matter.
And we do not ask for letters
solely for the purpose of filling up
the page. We also want them so that
we can discover how the readers
perceive our efforts.
Most letters received are critical,
as is the case with all newspapers
Angry readers have a tendency to
write more often than happy
readers.
Such criticism, though, is not
taken lightly, even if the letters do
not make it into print.
The review "rebuttal," for instance, pointed out that Sebastian
did not perform one of the songs our
reviewer wrote he had.
Needless to say, that is quite an
embarrassing point and it was duly
mentioned to the reporter involved.
With the drawbacks concerning
the rest of the letter, the "rebuttal"
was given low priority regarding use
on this page. Still, its point was duly
noted.
I should emphasize that all letters are received with the intent of
publishing them. It is with some
pride that the Daily can say it has
orinted the vast majority of about
200 letters it has received thus far
this semester.
With only a few more weeks left
in this semester, I’m sure more will
be coming; feeding the monster is
daily ration of reader reaction.
I and the rest of the Daily staff
may wary its judgment, but we have
gladly accepted it in the past and
will continue to in the future. And,
hopefully, almost all will be printed.
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’Resistance best rape defense’
By Pam Alexander
A half-hearted struggle
against a rapist is better
than no struggle at all.
contended Kay Lantow.
advocate for Women
Against Rape (WAR).
Lantow spoke to a group
of young women Wednesday evening at the San
Carlos branch of the public
library on the types of
psychological and physical
defenses a woman can use
to protect herself against a
rape attact .
The
key in selfdefense is to run, she told
the small group.
She encouraged the
women to keep their bodies
in good physical condition
by either continuously
jogging, lifting weights or
playing tennis.
Because women
traditionally have been
submissive, a rapist will
expect his prey to be
passive, there by allowing
him to do his thing.
Lantow suggests that
women stand up and fight
back by resisting the at-

tacker, either verbally
and/or physically.
Confront suspect
She also suggested that
if a woman suspects she is
being followed by a man,
she should turn around and
confront him. If that fails,
the woman should scream
and run.
"A rapist is not looking
for any kind of confrontation, she explained.
"He is looking for his plan
to work, without any work
in it. He wants you to be a
victim, but by resisting he
will know that you won’t be
a victim," she added.
Lantow listed some very
basic precautionary steps
women could take against
any planned rape attack
before finding themselves
in a "cornered" situation.
She suggested that
women lock their doors and
windows before going to
bed. Women also should
look into the back seat of
their cars before getting
inside.
Verify credentials
Another important

security measure Lantow
suggested is for women to
verify credentials of the
phone or PCIE man. She
also warned women
against telling strangers
over the phone that she is
alone in the house.
Although most of these
security steps are common
sense, Lantow quickly
pointed out she mostly
wants women to be aware
of who is at the door, what
people can do to them and
some of the situations
women can get "cornered"
in.
A brief film entitled
"it,ape: The Right to
Reklitt’ was shown. The
film depicted a variety of
physical methods women
could utilize in selfdefense.
The elbow, knee, fist,
head and a loud scream are
by far some of the best
defenses a woman has,
according to the film.
Kick works
A swift kick in the groin
or a quick determined heel
stomp on the foot of the

Students, prof
late for lunch
At 11:20 Wednesday
morning, Marketing
Prof. Scott Norwood
entered a Business
Tower elevator on the
Fifty
ninth floor.
minutes later he left the
elevator and headed for
lunch.
Norwood and three
students were stuck in
the elevator for nearly
an hour with nothing to
do but read a Spartan
Daily handed to them
thruLgh a small crack in

Women Against Rape (WAR) advocate
various
Kay
Lantow
discusses
assailant are good defense
techniques.
A woman should not be
afraid to lash out at her
attacker, but the film also
pointed out that whatever
decision a woman made
must be her own.

psychological and physical
against the crime.

A loud scream would
prove much more effective
in an area where people are
not far away, Lantow
explained. However, a
scream in a secluded
building or on a lonely road
might bring harm.

defenses

"A clear refusal from
the beginning is the best defense," said Lantow.
"Women should resist
loudly, firmly and early.
using their common sense.
good judgment and human
body."

Employe arrested

spartaguide

Man hurt in shooting
By John C. Hayes
An SJSU employe and
student has been arrested
and charged with assault
with a deadly weapon and
possession of a firearm.
Both are felonies.
Arrested was James C.
Maynard, 32, of 508 S. 11th
St. He was coordinator of
support services for the
University Alternative
Program and a journalism
sophomore.
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He was taken into
custody Nov. 8 following a 2
a.m, shooting at the home
of Richard Stewart, 32, of
1769 Demarietta Drive.
Stewart was shot in the
stomach with a .45 caliber
automatic pistol after the
two had argued over
"girlfriends," according to
San Jose Police Sgt.
William Sims.
Stewart has been
released from the hospital.
The University Alternative Program seeks to develop college opportunities
for ex -offenders and
pa rolcos.
Assist ex-offenders
For the last four months
the ex -felon has been
coordinator of the support
services part of the
program. His job involved
assisting ex-offenders who
needed help finding jobs
and housing.
Greg Druehl, director of
the alternative services
program, said he learned
of the arrest shortly after it
happened but knows
nothing of the details.
"It’s a matter between

Maynard And the courts,
he said.
Police were notified of
the shooting by Stewart’s
roommate, Curtis
Thompson, 20.
Others charged
Also arrested in conjunction with the incident
were Julie Ann Hayes, 19
and Janette Topefer, 21.
Both have been charged as
accessories to the crime.
according to Williams.
Maynard was arrested
about one-half hour after
the shooting at his apart
ment. Sims said police
found a pistol "hidden
under some leaves" near
Maynard’s car.
According to Stewart,
Sims slammed the door of
his apartment and the

The meeting between
the university parking advisory committee and the
mayor’s office at city hall
was canceled yesterday because two prominent members of the advisory committee weren’t able to attend.
Stanley Burnham, dean
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Maynard already has
been arraigned. His court
date is tentatively set for
Nov. 29.
Topefer said she is
trying to raise money for
his $30,000 bail.

of applied sciences and arts
at SJSU, was delayed in
Dallas where he is on
university business.
Mark Gale, chairman of
the Aerospace Studies Department and chairman of
the university committee,
was ordered to active duty
with the Air Force.

A speech on "Rhetoric
and Public Knowledge"
will be given today at 3
p.m. in the Studio Theatre
in the Speech and Drama
Building.

U.C. Berkeley will speak on
"Science in a Free
Society" or "How to
Protect Society from
Science" at 3 p.m. today in
the S.U. Guadelupe Room.

Two documentaries
"North Viet Nam, July
1969" and "Saigon, April
1976" will be shown at 8
p.m. today in Engineering
132. A donation will be
asked.

SJSU History professor
Harry Galley will speak on
"What about Rhodesia
Today" 7 p.m. Sunday at
Grace Baptist Church.

Anyone interested in
working on Women’s Week
should contact the
Women’s Center at 2947265.
The Library will be open
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. next
Wednesday and closed
Nov. 25 through Nov. 28.
The Free Lance Store,
located in the basement of
the Women’s Center will be
open 1-4 p.m. today.
Various articles of clothing
are available free of
charge to anyone.
Paul Feyerabend.
professor of philosophy at

Payback method decision
due by recess for SJSU
(’hancellor Glen S.
Dumke is expected to
decide early this week on a
method of payback for
SJSU, according to D. Dale
Hanner, vice chancellor of
business affairs.
Hanner snid Dumke will
send to SJSU President
John Bunzei a directive
outlining the mechanics of
a payback before the
Thanksgiving recess.
The directive, according to Hanner, will
state the amount of money
per full-time equivalent
FTE) that SJSU and other
campuses will repay the
state.
SJSU enrollment did not
reach fall projections and
the university is expected
to pay back about S220.000
to the state.
The 1976-77 FTE
projection was 19,600 Fn.
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Topefer said, however,
both she and Hayes were at
home with Maynard when
the shooting took place.
"He’s been framed,"
she said. "He’s done nothing but help people for 18
months."

Meeting cancelled
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Assailant fired through hi
door, hitting Stewart in the
stomach.
Maynard arraigned
Sims said witnesses to
the crime included
"several people in the
apartment."
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Published daily by San Abe State
Cetiversily, except Saturday and
Sunday during the college year The
opinions eigxessed herein are rnit
necessarily those of the Associated
Students, the College Administration
or the Department of Journalism and
Advertising Subscriptions accepted
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but the fall figure was three
FTE short of the estimate.
Spring enrollment is
historically lower and thus
this year’s FTE average is
estimated to be 19,200.
One FTE is equal to a
student taking 15 units of
study. S.ISU’s budget is
based on FIE.
Hanner added Dumke

also will arrive at final
enrollment figures for
SJSU.
In an informal meeting
Monday of the finance
committee of the council of
presidents, Hanner said the
council recommended to
the chancellor that he
continue the current
method of payback.

San Jose Stereo

2110 Story Road
926-2626

1395 So. Win, hester Blvd.

378 3520
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car stereo
sales and
installation fur
10 years
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SATURDAY

The University of Santa
Clara School of Law will
hold Law Day 1976 at 10
a.m. tomorrow in Bannon
Hall 142. Workshops will be
from 10-12, speakers from 1
p.m. to 6 p.m., dinner 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. and a dance
at 9 p.m.
"How to do Your Own
Divorce" will be the topic
of the Women and the Law
Series at 7:30 p.m. Monday
at the SJSU Women’s
Center. Advance

8 P.M.

Oakland
Auditorium
Arena

plus

JOHNY PAYCHECK

AND

RUSTY WIER

TICKETS $S -S6-57
NEIL THRAMS BOX OFFICE
2131 Broadway Oakland 444-8575
Information and 14111 Orders
Lapwells
Bass, All outlets, ticketron. All outlets. All Marlys.
N Emporium states, ASUC Bon Office, U of C. Berkeley:
San Jose Boo Office, San Jose; Downtown Center Ras Office
San Francisco; All other main; ticket agencies
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New film schedule
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Or Student Union
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Save

For the best music atmosphere in town
tn./ our new car and home listening rooms.

_the bye NA

"Compost. How to Make
it, how to Use it" is the
Topic of the First Step
Organic Living Seminar 1
p.m. tomorrow at the Mi
Tierra Community Garden
at the corner of 10th and

A PIECE OF
PLEASURE

The ’PERFECT’
GREETING CARD
. . ,ONE MADE BY YOU!

There will be a
"Campus Ministry’s Mass
for all People" 5 p.m.
Sunday at the Campus
Christian Center, 300 S.
10th St.

r5

ornponents
Name brands at
the hest prices
ut Rill see
anywhere,

SUPIRSCOK
(the people who bring you Marantz)
CD )02A Dolby Cassette Deck
Recold Playback for the home
Regularly ’189.95
NOW ’129.95
(quantities limited)

Bicentennial time capsule
will be buried at noon Dec.
7, rather than on Nov. 9 as
originally scheduled.
The time capsule will be
buried at the Count
Government Center, 70 14
Hedding St.
The capsule will contain
items from cities and industries in the county and
(sill be unearthed in the
year 2026 so that people can
examine items which were
peculiar to 1976 in Santa
Clara (’ounty.
Sealed inside the time
capsule will be bottles from
local wineries, space
shuttle coating material,
vacuum bags of dried fruit
and nuts, a San Jose
Bicentennial t-shirt, books.
pamphlets, paintings and
buttons.

Claude Chabrol’s

BUDGET
FINANCING!
Your present car may make
your full down -payment!

tome stereo

WILLIE
NELSON

11:11S.I

344 S 1st St 114-301.

oorwhissmaGIIV
EmnW nY
SAVE
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)
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FREE! WITH ANYNEW
DURING CLEARANCE
TOYOTA
1:44F
!
4.
Alelar1,_15

SA LGE
hill Mier II /
itt heeirlpt I, ’lies
streakers tapes.
and cassettes

The Waylon Jennings
and Willie Nelson Fan Club
will hold a meeting at noon
Tuesday in the Spartan
Pub to discuss how to get
the Spartan Daily to
provide coverage of Outlaw
Music.

Sala

CAMERA ON

THE BIG VoNG

NOV.20
AM/FM 8 Thud. In Dash Can Stereo
Regularly ’129.95190W ’79.95
(offer limited)

arrangements for child
care can be made by
calling 294-7265 or 292-0174.

Bicentennial
time capsule
burial stalled

the elet ator door.
Before they called
for help they pushed
every button in sight.
They finally used the
emergency telephone ti
connect them with the
campus security office.
which In turn connected
them w ith the elevator
operators.
Norwood said this
was not the first time he
had been stuck in that
elevator, but he said it
was the longest I int, hi
had been in it

Stvns

Crok IN.

11410w

984-1234
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Students plead busy schedules

Exercising opportunities ignored
By Marion Whittaker
Students who claim
their busy schedules don’t
leave them time to exercise
are risking their health and
ignoring many opportunities for exercise in their
daily routines, according to
Oscar Battle, health educator.
"The mechanization of
America, principally the
invention of the elevator
and the motor car, have reduced the majority of the
population to a sedentary
lifestyle accompanied by
overindulgence in fatty
foods, cigarettes, candy
bars and lack of exercise,"
Battle said.

Battle said that even
more important "is the
established certainty that
this lifestyle has a great
deal to do with the development of arteriosclerosis
the clogging up of the arteries of the heart, brain
and kidney the disease
process that kills and cripples more people than all
other disease entities combined."
Time available
"Many people complain
that they do not have time
for exercises," Battle said.
"There are at least 30 minutes in each person’s day
that he or she is not busy.
Also, there are exercises

that one can do while going
about the daily routine."
He named several exercises which can be performed in everyday situations:
Exercises listed
While reading at a desk:
After reading long enough
to take a break (30 to 45
minutes), turn your chair
around and extend the legs
in front of you on the floor
and criss-cross your legs 50
times. In another exercise,
start from the same position and bring both heels
into the buttocks 50 times
before letting them drop to
the floor.
While eating and watch-

ing TV: Place the food at a
distance on the coffee
table. Straighten the legs
and rest the heels on the
table. Each time, while
reaching for food, do it in a
sit-up style. This also prevents one from eating too
much and too fast.
Obtaining a newspaper:
Instead of having it delivered, walk to the newspaper stand as fast as you
can and get it. Pick a stand
that is a half mile to.a mile
from your house. The
round trip will be one to two
miles a day. It would be
even more beneficial to jog
instead of walk. This helps
the respiratory system.

Going up stairways:
Run up stairways instead
of walking. Eliminate use
of the elevator.
While doing errands
around the house: Be
creative and incorporate
exercises into work rather
than doing it the easy way.
You will complete the job
and also get the benefit of
exercise.
"Be creative at all
times," Battle said. "Remember, when there is not
enough time to participate
in sports or exercise, make
exercise a part of whatever
you are doing throughout
the day."

Swimming spawns fitness

111.--Jtv

Good recreation spots
scarce around campus
By Nick Baptista
Recreational facilities
in and around SJSU are
sparse, but some good
spots can be found.
The best municipal facility in the area is Backesto
Park, while the best indoor
recreation center is the
Student Union Games
Area.
Backesto Park, at Jackson and 13th streets, is the
most complete park in the
area. It has eight tennis
courts, two baseball fields,
basketball courts, handball
courts and swings and
other playground equipment for children.
South Campus, at Humboldt and 10th streets, is
the site of intramural football and baseball. Aside
from the fields, track and
tennis courts, the area does
not have any other recreational facilities.
William Street Park, at
E. William and 16th
streets, has few special features. However, the large,
grassy park boasts fields
which are ideal for frisbees, and also has plenty of
picnic tables.
The games room at the
bottom of the Student
Union is a complete indoor
recreation facility. It has 14
bowling lanes, 18 billiards
tables, four ping-pong tables, pinball machines, foosball and chess tables.
Bowling costs 50 cents a
game for students and 60
cents for non -students. Billiards costs $1.20 an hour
for students and $1.80 for
non-students. Table tennis
is free.
The games area is open
from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. Monday through Thursday, 8
a.m. to 1 a.m. Friday, 12
a.m. to I a.m. Saturday,
and noon to 10 p.m. Sunday.
Those who are fond of
pinball machines might try
the Second Street Arcade,
at 140 Second St.. two
blocks from campus. It
opens at noon, and has no
other attractions.
The Cue and Cushion, at

Second and San Salvador
streets, has billiards tables
and pinball machines.
For students with young
children, a favorite spot
could be the Happy Hollow
Park and Baby Zoo, located at Kelley Park on Senter
Road across from South
Campus.
The park opens at 10
a.m. and closes at 5 p.m.
Admission is $1 for adults
and 60 cents for children
ages two to 14 years old.

Happy Hollow has rides
for the children. The zoo
features baby animals that
may be fed from special
food available from the
park.
Also located in Kelley
Park are the Leininger
Community Center, Japanese Friendship Garden,
San Jose Historical Museum, Junior Theatre
Workshop and several
acres of picnic areas with
barbecue pits.

By Dave Johnson
Although it may not
have caught the public’s
imagination quite like jogging, swimming may be the
best activity one can perform, for overall body
conditioning.
According to Thomas
O’Neill, associate professor of men’s physical
education and former
coach of the Spartan intercollegiate swimming team,
swimming not only conditions more muscles than
any other activity, but it is
also one of the safest.
"It is necessary that
anybody who swims adhere
to elementary rules of
safety," O’Neill said.
"Of course, people
should never swim alone,
particularly the elderly.
But even people in good
health should always swim
with a partner."
Muscles benefitted
O’Neill said that many
drownings are unnecessary.
"Anybody who has any
swimming sense should
never drown unless there
are extremely adverse
conditions, such as high
winds and waves in the
ocean," he said.
"People who find them-

Rock climbing special sport,
but one of most dangerous
By Nick Baptista
Rock climbing is a special sport.
It is one of the most dangerous sports around, but
those who "go for it" find
the satisfaction worth the
risk.
The climber not only
wants to get away from
civilization but also wants
to separate himself by a
mountain or cliff from his
cousin nature lovers, the
hikers.
He is compelled to be
"king of the mountain" and
gets satisfaction when he
has reached the top. The
view is spectacular and a
minor celebration usually
follows with the climbers
and his party.
It is a sport that takes on
the aspects of a skill as the
climber learns to challenge
more difficult routes.
The rockclimber loves
the outdoors and usually
also is interested in hiking
and backpacking. Rock
climbing is one of many
avenues toward enjoying
nature.
The beginning climber
should not go out and buy
all the gear some sport
shops try to push. He or she
should accompany a veteran of the sport and see if it
is his "cup of tea" before
making any investments.
Climbing is divided into
two separate techniques:

W9 *I’1 wows

clean climbing and artificial climbing. Artificial
climbing uses more equipment, such as rope ladders,
slings and alders to help
the climber. It also requires the most experience.
It is also the most expensive because it requires
more equipment but with
the equipment the climber
is able to go more places.

Comment
Clean climbing uses the
barest of climbing tools:
the rope and nuts. The nuts
are six sided and fit into the
rock with a nylon cord tied
around the hole in the center of the nut. The climber
fits the nuts into cracks in
the rock and threads his
rope through the nylon
cord.
The nuts function as a
safety device, just as pitons
do in keeping the climber
from falling down the rock.
If the climber should slip.
his fall would be stopped
where his last nut was
placed.
Pitons are the spikes
which most people picture
climbers hammering into
cliffs.
They have been replaced by nuts, which don’t

damage the rock.
Yosemite is the favorite
spot for Northern California climbers. Some routes
have lines of climbers waiting to scale them. It also
has some of the most difficult routes in this area of
the state.
The Pinnacles is
another favorite weekend
spot. Closer to San Jose,
Castle Rock in the Santa
Cruz mountains is a good
practice spot. Alum Rock
has been climbed and Sunol
Regional Park has some
routes.
Kernmantle rope, which
has high strength and
doesn’t stretch much, costs
about $80 for 150 feet, 11
millimeters in width. The
nuts which come in different widths can range from
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$1.30 to $4. Carabiners
which clip into the rope and
nut to provide excellent
security for the climber
cost between $3 and $4.
Some climbers also use
helmets to protect them if
they fall and from objects
that may fall above them.
Good tennis shoes are
adequate for climbing.
Light-weight hiking boots
are also good.
Since climbing is done
much of the time with
parties, the individual
usually doesn’t have to buy
a lot of equipment.
Another tip for the
would be climber is not to
celebrate too much and
drink a lot of wine while
climbing to the top. The
climb down could be faster
than he wants it to be.
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selves out in the ocean, beyond their limit, should
have the presence of mind
to turn over and relax.
They should swim toward
shore until they feel tired,
then roll over on their
backs again and float. It’s
easy to panic under those
conditions, though."
According to O’Neill the
muscles which receive the
greatest benefits from
swimming are the pectoralis (chest), the latissimus dorsi (back), and the
triceps (upper arm) in the
upper part of the body. He
termed these "the prime
movers in swimming.
"Swimmers use their
abdominals because of
body position, and the leg
muscles depend upon the
stroke."
He said that the quadriceps (lower thigh muscles)
are strengthened by most
leg strokes, while the
muscles which control a
person’s ability to spread
and close the legs which
seldom receive much exercise in most activities
get a good workout when a
swimmer does the breaststroke.
O’Neill stressed that
injuries in swimming are
almost unheard of.

PVLE/141)

2 Et 3 bdrm apartments all
w/dishwashets, air cond., dc
ovens, garbage disposals,
washer Et dryer hook-ups,
and subterranean parking

All of this for an unbelievably low
price. Come check us out.
r 0171101 take Tully Rd.. West
11,i5 McLaughlin Rd., San Jose

279 2300
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"You’re protected by
that case of water, and it’s
almost impossible to be
seriously injured with that
protection," he said.
"You read doctor’s reports about what can go
wrong with jogging people injure ankles, knees.
legs.
Beneficial effects
particularly
"I’d say
in middle-aged persons
swimming is a superior
exercise than jogging," he
said.
O’Neill also emphasized
the beneficial effect swimming has on the cardiovascular system and the lungs.
"You have a medium 65
times more dense than air
encasing the thoracic cavity," he said. "It forces
what we call ’explosive
breathing’."
O’Neill explained that
because of the density of
,water, a swimmer who
works hard in the water
has a better chance of
developing the lungs and
wind endurance than a
long-distance runner.
One exercise he used as
a swimming coach to improve the lungs of his athletes involved swimming
several lengths of the pool
while the swimmer held his
breath.
"At the end of a hard
workout, after several
thousand yards of swimming, I’d have them crawl stroke the length of the pool
while holding their
breath." O’Neill said.
"They’d rest for fifteen
or twenty seconds, then
swim another length.
Start gradually
"Several repetitions of
this would serve two purposes: it would cool them
down after a hard workout,
and help develop lung
capacity."
O’Neill was quick to
point out that people taking

up swimming should start
out gradually and not be
discouraged if they can’t
swim to Hawaii the first
week.
Even an accomplished
swimmer can fall out of
condition and have to work

Student
have

his way back into condition
gradually.
"When I decided to go
back to it, I put the fins on
and after 100 yards I was
already getting tired. After
200 yards, I was arm
weary, and at the end of 30ei
yards, I said ’I quit.’"

Senators

few visitors

Student members of the
Academic Senate have held
office hours for more than
a month now, but no one is
paying them a visit.
Allen Graham, chairman of the student caucus,
said only one student has
come into see him since tue
senators made office hours
available in October.
The office hours for student academic senators
are:
John Banks: Wednesdays 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Banks is a member of the
senate’s professional standards committee.
Allen Graham: Wednesdays 1 to 3 p.m. and Thursdays 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Graham is chairman of the

student affairs committee
Mike Nuwer: Tuesday ,
and Thursdays 1 p.m. to 2
p.m. Nuwer is a member of
the curriculum committee.
John Weiland: Mondays
and Wednesdays 9:30 a.m.
to 10:30 a.m. Weiland is a
member of the instruction
and research committee.
Brad Wood: Tuesdays
and Thursdays 2 p.m. to 3
p.m. Wood is a member
the financial affairs eon:
Mittee.
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SALE GOOD NOV. 24-27th

PLEASE DONATE
BLOOD
IT

WAS MEANT TO
CIRCULATE

STEPS TO BEING A BLOOD DONOR
The process is simple, and takes only an hour of
your time. Since the Red Cross must collect 300
pints of blood each day for hospitalized patients,
your donation is vitally needed. Here’s what you do:
1. Registration. . . a permanent record is made for
our files and your benefit.
2. Your temperature and pulse are taken.
3. A Red Cross nurse takes your blood pressure
and a brief medical history. Both steps protect you
And assure safe blood for the recipient.
4. A drop of blood is taken to measure your red
blood count.
5. You’ve passed with flying colors, and in no time
you’re ready to donate blood! This only takes 5-10
minutes.
6. To help replenish fluids, you will be served coffee,
juice and cookies. The body replaces the liquid
portion of the blood immediately; cells and minerals
are replaced within ten days or two weeks.
Less than a pint of blood is taken when you donate.
Since the average person has between 10-12 pints
of blood, the small loss is easily afforded.

STOP BY THE STUDENT UNION
November
23
24
22
\MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY,/
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Pbolos by Jayne. Evans Wm,lbam

Joseph Stroud

Clubs

appear tomorrow night.
Glide is appearing at the
Country Store Tavern,
157 El Camino Real,
Sunnyvale.
Snail will appear tonight
and tomorrow night at
Sophie’s, 260 California
Ave., Palo Alto.
The Kasuals are appearing
through the weekend at
the Parlour, 93 S. Central

Reed to publish
’best of’ issue
A special 2.-epage ISSUC
of the Reed magazine will
be published in December
"so that students will be
able to sample what the
Reed is all about," ac -

’0011

High wire
radiogroup
performs
The High Wire Radio
Choir, a radio -comedy
improvisational group, will
perform two one-act plays
7 tonight at the Saratoga Vitaphone Theater.
Third Street and Big Basin
Way in Saratoga.
The one-act plays. taken
from their 13-week radio
series, are entitled "Radios
on-the Road" and "Ghostwriters in Disguise." Also
in the performance will be
original songs and material
from their night club act.
The show will start with
Orson Welles’ film "Touch
of Evil" and conclude with
music of Nucular Valdez. a
three-member group of
radioactively mutated
fa rm workers developing a
cult following.
Tickets are $2 in advance, $.3 at the door, and
are available at the Vita phone It off ice

cording to editor Joe
Trippi.
Last month the staff
sold copies of old editions of
the literary magazine to
raise money for the spring
issue.
The sale was such a
success they decided to
publish a special issue
"The Reed Sampler,"
which will include some of
the better works from old
issues.
The 25-page magazine
features the work of such
local greats as Naomi
Clark, English professor,
and Marylou Lewandowski, who, at the time of
her poem was a student
and has since become an
instructor in the English
Department.
"We hope the magazine
will become a collector’s
item since there will only
be 500 copies available,"
Trippi said. Although the
price has not been determined yet, "we will try
to keep it as inexpensive as
possible so the students can
buy them." he said.
"We want to give them a
sample of what our literary
magazine is all about."
The book contains
poems centered around a
winter theme and will be
sold at tables set up in the
Student Union.
Trippi also stressed that
this issue is unrelated to
the one coming out in the
spring that students are
submitting their work for.

Midnight

2nd and Santa Clara Streets
San Jose Phone 998-8800

my
Georgette Cerrutti
prison, where she conducts
a writing workshop for the
female inmates.

thor of the poetry collection, "In the Sleep of
Rivers."

Stroud is a creative
writing instructor at
Cabrillo College and is au-

The students, faculty
and community people
making up the audience

seem to have enjoyed the
poetry reading, which was
sponsored by the English
Department, Office of Continuing Education and the
Fine Arts Commission of
San Jose.

Hopeful stars hustle for disco fame

Ate., C’amphell

Films
"Une Partie De Plaisir (A
Piece of Pleasure)" and
"Passion of Anna" will
be shown tonight at the
Camera One Theatre, 366
S. First St. Admission is
$2 for students and $2.50
general.
"Sing Sing Thanksgiving"
will be shown today at
noon in the S.U. Upper
Pad as part of the
GROPE Video series.
There is no admission
charge.
"The French Connection
II" will be shown tonight
at 7 and 10 in Morris
Dailey Auditorium as
part of the Friday Flick’s
series. Admission is $1.

Events
Christmas Land, an
exhibition of holiday arts
and crafts, will be shown
tomorrow through
Monday at Jay McCabe
Hall in the San Jose Civic
Auditorium. There is go
admission charge to the
event sponsored by the
San Jose Parks and Recreation Department. The San Jose Symphony
featuring the SJSU
Chorale group will
formper
tonight and
tomorrow night at 8:30 at
the San Jose Center for
Performing Arts.
Tickets, $7.50, $6.50 and
$5.50, are available at the
San Jose Symphony
office or the San Jose Box
Office.
An all campus chess
tournament will be held
today from noon to 6 p.m.
in the S.U. Costanoan
Room.
A dance sponsored by the
SJSU Folk Dance Club
will be held tonight at 7 in
WG 101.

By Marion Whittaker
Many potential stars
and starlets turned out to
put their best bump forward last night in a dance
sponsored by the Disco
International production
company at the LeBaron
Hotel, 1350 N. First Street.
The Jabberwocky
Room, which housed the
occasion, was bursting at
the seams as young and old
alike did their thing, each
hoping to be selected for
the final screening Monday
night.
All week producer Gil
Bernal, along with his
executive staff of five, have
been judging the dancers
and selecting 30 each night
to be the participants of a
disco program to be nationally televised.
"This program is a pilot
show and when finished it
will be presented to ABC
and hopefully become an
ongoing thing," Bernal
said.
"If it’s sold we will go
from city to city across the
nation doing the same
thing," he said.
The idea, it seems,
came from the wife of coproducer Vince Collins.
"She thought it would be
a great idea to televise a
disco of people between the

ages of 25 to 35," Collins
said.
The age difference is
one of the main criteria
that distingusihes this
program from other TV
dance shows, like Soul
Train and American Bandstand. "That along with the
fact that we will not shoot
at the same location
twice," Bernal said.
Bernal felt San Jose
would be a good location
for the pilot because, "this
town is new to television
and the large crowd of local
people we are attracting
are really excited, this
whole thing is new to them.
You couldn’t get this kind
of freshness from San
Francisco of L.A." he
added.
"We are having such
great success here that we
have already had -requests
to do this at two other night
clubs, and if ABC doesn’t
buy the film we will sell it
to Channel 11 and run the
program locally," Bernal
said.
The Jabberwocky.
located on the ninth floor of
the hotel, is a 1960’s leftover with all the tinsel and
glitter, but is an inviting location for the disco enthusiasts who turned out by
roomfulls for the contest.

’Blood Wedding’
to be presented
Garcia Lorca’s poetic
tragedy "Blood Wedding"
will be presented at 8 p.m.
Dec. 3 in the University
Theatre by the SJSU
Theatre Department.
The story concerns a
bride who is torn between
her love for Leonardo ( who
is already married( and
her destiny with another
whom ritual and tradition
decrees she must marry.
"I have used movement
to enhance, underline,
supplement, deny.
exaggerate and abstract
the words and thought of
the characters," Carol
Haws, SJSU dance coordinator and director of the
play, said.

Much ot the appeal of
the work is in the author
himself. Federico Garcia
Lorca was known as a brilliant poet and playwright
when he died at 37. Since
then he has become recognized as one of the foremost
poetic dramatists of the
20th century.
The play will also be
presented at 8 p.m. Dec. .1
and Dec. 8-11. For tickets
call the theatre box office
at 277-2777

An estimated 150
people, mostly teeny
boppers, had filled the
room before ten o’clock
Wednesday night, and tho
Bumped, Hustled, and
sweated, well into the
evening.
Some were good, while
others were not so good,
and still others graced the
sidelines looking but not
daring to expose hidden talents. All seemed to be thoroughly enjoying themselves.
Many couples, as well
-as singles, had faithfully
made an appearance every
night, but weren’t or didn’t
appear to be upset because
they had not yet been
chosen.
According to Cynthia
Davis of San Jose High
School, this was the best
thing since the hot summer
days at the beach.
Perrine Wineman, another participant, said "I
can’t understand why I
haven’t been selected yet, I
know that I’ve been
boogying for three lights.
hard! I don’t even do this
much sweating for my boyfriend."
The dancers are not
selected on talent alone.
"personalities and appearance" are also taken
into consideration, according to Bernal.
Even some from the
sidelines are being selected
for the film, "you don’t
have to be a good dancer, in
fact, you don’t have to
dance at all, we need someone to sit in the audience.
too," he said.
The contest, already in
its fifth day, will run until
Sunday, and for the $3 hotel
cover charge you can
(lance until 1:10 am.

During the screening
Monday, the Jabberwocky
will be closed to the public

and afterwards there will
be a cast party for all the
participants in Palo Alto.

Concert features
original scores
Two original selections
will be featured in the SJSU
Concert Band performance
Dec. 2 at 8:15 in the Music
Department Concert Hall
Admission is free.
The concert will
premiere "Entrance and
Soliloquy," composed and
conducted by SJSU music
senior Rene Ocha
Professor William Trimble
will be the featured
saxophone soloist in the
selection.
Concert scores include
b
’Colas Breiwnon’

Kalevsky, "Salvation is
Created" by Tschesnikov.
H 11
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But what at is makes me
afraid
lam afraid you will huddle
against me,
and I will rise up, all this
anger
will rise up, and my words
will come.
Cerrutti, an Academy of
Academy Poets Award
recipient, is a published
poet and currently has a
book of poems entitled
"From a Dead Star the
Light is Moving Out." The
book can be purchased at
the Spartan Bookstore.
Although Bunzel was
not in attendance at the
previous readings, he did
give this one rave reviews
and expressed his enjoyment of both the poets and
the attendance by campus
and community people.
"I am very delighted
with the way the poetry
community is growing on
this campus," Bunzel said.
"There a lot of students
that find these readings enjoyable and I am just delighted with the way it
went."
Bunzel had to leave
early and missed the last
poet, but he said, "both
poets were very sensitive
and personal. I liked a
number of poems by
Cerrutti, especially the one
on her grandmother, her
style was very open."
fkurns, also a published
poet, said many of her
poems reflected her relationship with some of the
inmates of the Santa Rita

Jabberwocky site of TV taping

what’s happening
Pokerface will appear
tonight and tomorrow
night at the Bodega, 30 S.
Central Ave., Campbell.
The Garcia Bros. are appearing tonight at the
Wooden Nickel, 2505 The
Alameda. Santa Clara.
The Ambush Band will appear tonight at Mt.
Charlie’s, 15 N. Santa
Cruz Ave., Los Gatos.
Greg Harris & Co. will

By Marion Whittaker
A crowd of about 60
filled a room in the Home
Economics Building
Wednesday as the English
Department sponsored its
third reading in the
Campus Community
Poetry Festival.
Introduced by English
Professor Naomi Clark,
Marla Burns, Georgette
Cerrutti, and Joseph
Stroud, all SJSU
graduates, were the
featured poets in the
reading that attracted the
largest crowd yet, even
President John Bunzel
made an appearance.
But alas, something was
missing, the readers were
not as dynamic as some of
the prior ones. The location
of the previous readings
was held off-campus thus
eliminating the academic
atmosphere. This reading
had many interruptions
caused by students coming
and going between classes.
The readers lacked the
vivacity and the umph,
even though many of the
poems were very emotional. One by Georgette
Cerrutti especially stood
out.
Entitled "Between
Mother and Me," the poem
was about the relationship
Cerrutti had with her
mother:
There is something I am
feeling for you that does
not have to do with loving
you.
I have only a glimmer

ea.
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Unimpressive stats not ’blocking’
Spartan Nelson’s path to pro ball
San Jose State Spartan fullback Lewis
Nelson (47), runs for yardage after
receiving a pass from quarterback Steve
DeBerg in the Spartans’ contest against
San Diego State. Aztec defensive backs
Ken Hinton (41) and Herman Edwards
(44) and linebacker Mike Douglass (be-

RIVP Job, is, HI
hind Nelson) converge for the tackle as
Spartans’ Vic Rakhshani (85) and Gary
Maddocks (22) look on Nelson gained 337
yards on only 51 carries for a 6.6 yards -per carry average, tops on the SJSU team.
Nelson is considered to be a good
professional prospect.

Judoist Kessler gears
for meet in Barcelona
By Larry Goldstein
Mike Kessler has been
throwing people around for
14 years and on Saturday it
paid a big dividend.
Kessler is a member of
the SJSU judo team and by
beating teammate Keith
Nakasone in the Junior Nationals he has earned a trip
to Barcelona. Spain. where
he will compete in the
Young Adult World
Championships Dec. 15.
"I am really excited,
my head has a million
thoughts in it right now,"
Kessler said after finishing
a workout.
"I have to get a passport

and also I’ll have to take
my final exams a week
early, but! don’t mind," he
said.
Kessler, a 20-year-old
psychology major, noted
that this is a rare opportunity for him to get exposed to international competition.
"There will be competitors from all over the
world and it should really
help me out," he said.
Kessler said he hopes to
compete in the Olympic
Games which will be held
in Moscow in 1980.
However, Kessler might
run into a financial snag in

Mike Kessler, a member of the SJSU judo team, will
venture to Barcelona, Spain to compete in Young Adult
World Championships on Dec. 15. Kessler defeated
teammate Keith Nakasone Saturday in the Junior
Na ti on a Is

trying to get to Barcelona.
"The AAU is supposed
to finance the trip but right
now things are really
screwed up. But I will get
there even if I have to pay
my own way.
"One thing people might
not realize is that an athlete in the United States
may have to spend thousands of dollars of his own
money to get to the
Olympics," he said.
Kessler and Nakasone
have been dueling each
other for the past three
years at SJSU as both are
in the 139 pound weight
division.
"Keith is a super guy
but when we’re on the mat
we both really go at it,"
Kessler remarked. "On
Saturday at the Junior Nationals it was a real war."
Kessler won that match
on points.
"Mike and I are really
good friends off the mat
and we take turns beating
each other when we fight,"
Nakasone said.
"After going at it for the
last three years we know
each other’s techniques
pretty well," Nakasone.
the 1975 AAU champ. added.
Kessler feels judo is a
sport of cooperation and
notes that he has gotten
just that from a lot of different people.
"I owe my success to
my coaches. Yosh Uchida,
Dave Long and Willie
Cahill, my teammates and
opponents," he said.
Kessler feels that all the
time he has put into judo,
three to four hours every
day will be well worth it
when he gets to Barcelona.
"When I’m relaxing in
Spain and drinking a nice
cool glass of Sangria, all
my hard work will not be in
vain," he commented.

Judokas in Promo Tourney
The 5JS12 judo team will
compete in a Promotional
Tournament at the San
Jose Buddhist Academy
Sunday at 1 p.m.
"This tournament
;Wows yon to move up a

degree in your belt class if
you win three matches in a
row," assistant coach Dave
Long said.
Everyone on the team
will be competing unless

they have pressing studies,
according to Long.
The San Jose Buddhist
Academy is located at the
corner of Fourth and Jackson streets. Admission is
free.

By Dave Johnson
Lewis Nelson is the kind
of "sleeper" the Dallas
Cowboys seem to come up
with every year in the NFL
player draft.
So it isn’t terribly surprising that Dallas is one of
the several NFL teams
which have been taking a
serious look at the
muscular 6 -foot -3, 235pound Spartan fullback.
Nelson has had letters
from several professional
teams, among them the
Cincinnati Bengals, San
Diego Chargers, and
Seattle Seahawks, but it is
the Cowboys who appear to
have shown the most interest.
"I’ve had letters from
the Cowboys since my
junior year," Nelson said.
"They show a lot of care
like sending hand-typed

Municipal Stadium officials agreed earlier this
week to let the booters use
their field regardless if
weather conditions. Thu
Spartans have played in
Municipal Stadium earlier
this season when they
fought the San Francisco
Greek Americans to a 2-2
exhibition deadlock.
Beer will be sold at the.
game as an added inducement to soccer fans.
According to SJSL
ticket manager Jack Mogg

ma
Lewis Nelson
devastating blocker

Except to those who
watched him closely.
Nelson is a blocking specialist who doesn’t just get
in the way of the man he is
assigned to block.
The relationship between Nelson and the man
he is blocking usually

1

parallels that of a punter’s
foot and a football.
When Nelson hits them,
they stay blocked.
A lot of the success of
the SJSU running game
this season, both inside and
outside, may be attributed
to the blocking of the
Spartans’ "third guard."
Although any running
back
Nelson included
would like to carry the ball
more, he says that a
blocker can derive a lot of
satisfaction from executing
a good block.
"When the tailback
breaks one if Rick or
James or Walt (Robinson)
use my block well, I get a
great feeling having contributed to it," he said.
Nelson said that he
hasn’t always been a good
blocker.
A high school teammate
of Spartan defensive tackle
Wilson Faumuina, Nelson
was recruited out of San
Francisco’s Balboa High
School as a 215-pound halfback.
"When I came here, I
didn’t know anything about
blocking, and I didn’t know
much about running," he
said.
"I knew what ’daylight’
was, and when to stiffarm
and when to accelerate, but
I wasn’t a polished runner."
He learned a lot of his
blocking techniques from
former assistant coach Willard Wells, who left the
Spartans after the 1975 season to take a similar position at Tulane University.
"Wells had us working
at blocking in practice
fullbacks against linebackers, because in a game
situation we are almost always isolated on a
linebacker," Nelson said.
It took a while for him to
establish the confidence
that he could be a good
blocker.
"Much of blocking is
mental, and having the
right temperament," he
said, "You have to want to
put the other guy on his
back.
"Once I realized I could
really knock a guy
do it

down and out of the play. I
learned to get satisfaction
from just blocking," he
said.
His coach on the Spartan offensive unit, offensive coordinator Doug
Kay appreciates his contribution and thinks Nelson
stands a good chance of
being tabbed in the college
draft.
"Lewis has the qualities
they’ll be looking for." Kay
said.
"He has good speed
relative to his size, excellent hands and he is a
superior blocker.
Kay also cited Nelson’s
unselfishness as being important to the team this
year.
"You can complain
about not carrying the ball
more, or you can become
an integral part of the offense by being a good
blocker," he said. "I think
Lewis has done this he’s
been very unselfish and has
made a great contribution
to our offense’s total effort."
So. despite the fact that
he didn’t gain more than
1,000 yards and won’t be
making any of the All America teams this year,
don’t be surprised if Nelson
gets paid for playing football in 1977.
A lot of relative "unknowns" like Nelson
people like Drew Pearson,
Golden Richards. and Doug
Dennison
didn’t have
Heisman-type college
careers.
But they are among the
reasons the Dallas Cowboys have been in the NFL
playoffs nine of the last 10
years, while teams which
yearly draft ahead of them
are home watching them
on television.
A Way to Savo Money
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sNios
Sue Fournier (1) looks a bit bewildered as
Sylvija Paza (17) sets the ball for her.
Linda Mollicone (r), waits for the results.
The Spartan’s will host the Northern Cali

Getin
touch with
someone in
PERSONALS

1

fornia Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
championship tournament Saturday. The
spikers are seeded No. t in the tournament,
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Soccer game at Muni
The Sist.:-University of
Washington ScAA regional
soccer game will be played
in Municipal Stadium at 8
Friday evening because of
a contractual agreement
with Independence High
School
The Independence football team will be using
Spartan Stadium Friday
night because of a facilities
exchange contract that enables the MSC: basketball
team to use the 1500-seat
Independence Park Field.
house.

letters instead of form
letters.
"Judging from the way
they handle prospects, they
seem to be a first-class
organization. It would be
an honor to play for a team
like Dallas."
Spartan fans accustomed to the exploits of
some of the more
publicized players on the
team may wonder, why
Nelson?
His statistics don’t
approach those of Tony
Dorsett. the University of
Pittsburgh’s Heisman
Trophy candidate at tailback.
Because of the Spartans’ offensive style and
the talents of tailbacks
Rick Kane and James
Tucker, Nelson’s abilities
often went relatively unnoticed this season.
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Booters in do or die tilt with Huskies
By Jamie Rossi
The fate of the SJSU
soccer team will be on the
line tonight when it faces
the University of
Washington in the opening
game of the single elimination NCAA Far
West regionals.
The Spartans, sporting
a 12-3-1 season chart, will
attempt to further their bid
for the coveted NCAA
crown with a win over the
11-1-3 Huskies in the 8 p.m.
Municipal Stadium confrontation.
The booters, reaching
NCAA post -season competition for the 10th time in
the past 13 years, were
selected by the Far West
area selection committee
Monday as one of four
teams representing the
West in the playoffs.
The defending national
champions, the University
of San Francisco and
UCLA, the other teams
selected by the committee,
will square off at 2 p.m. this
afternoon at Ulrich Field in
San Francisco.
The winners of the
Spartan-Husky and DonBruin tilts will meet some
time early next week with
the victor proceeding to
Philadelphia’s Franklin
Field for a shot at the
crown Dec. 4-5.
Spartan head coach
Julie Menendez anticipates
.1 tough game against the
I luskies saying that he does

not expect the game to be
one-sided.
"The West has probably
the strongest playoff group
in the country," Menendez
added.
The University of
Washington is led by forwards Dan Vaughn and
Bob Waylor and the Buck
twins. Vaughn, in 15
games, posted six goals
and a solo assist to lead
Huskie scorers while
Waylor, second in team
scoring; tallied five times
with three assists.
Goalie Denny Buck
racked up three shut outs
and 26 saves while his twin
brother Doug added three
goals and an assist to the
Huskies’ offensive attack.
The Huskies, outscoring
opponents 30-12, managed
to beat USF earlier this
season 3-1. The Spartans,
the only other team to beat
USF (1-0, Oct. 2), outscored
the opposition 57-16.
Washingtons’ solo loss
came at the feet of their
cross town rival and
division II playoff participants, Seattle-Pacific.
Seattle -Pacific was
eliminated in the first
round of the division II
playoffs by a 3-2 fourovertime loss to Chico
State.
Spartan Scouting Report
Ismael ’Easy’ Perez;
name tells how it’s done -

22 goals, 10 assists, 1975
national scoring title speak
for themselves - can
baffle opposition with
outstanding dribbling and
ball control skills - excellent ability to sight open
man - team player despite
misleading statistics probably will be double
teamed.

Joe Silveira; most
exciting newcommer freshman - comes from
soccer family, father was
former member of the
Portuguese World Cup
team - has been
progressing rapidly all
season - quick, never
stops.
Al Gaspar; squirts
through defense well tends to take long wild
shots - quick bursts of
speed - dynamite crossing
ball - creative, makes
things happen.
Steve Swadley; eight
goals prove able scorer constantly charging
defense - thc man to
watch if Perez is dodble
teamed.
John Bradley; fresh-

Soccer team nears title
Spartans have tasted the
trials of the post-season
play eight times, but only
reaching the NCAA semifinals at Georgia in 1968.
In both instances the
local heroes lost the big
game.
So once again the story
is the same. Both teams
will be in the playoffs, with
past frustrations looking
them in the eyes.
It should prove to be a
very interesting for the
home boys if they should
get past the University of
Washington on Friday
night.
In the other Western
regional semi-final game
the University of San
Francisco Dons will faceoff against UCLA.
The Spartans played

* *

both schools this past
season in two of the most
memorable games of the
year.
The Spartans defeated
the then no. 1 ranked Dons,
1-0, early in the season to
pin the first loss of the year
on San Francisco.
The UCLA game had
more punches thrown than
Teofilio Steven threw all
during the Olympics.
The Spartans escaped
the slugfest with a 3-0
victory in an aborted
contest when the Bruins
walked off the field with 13
minutes left to play in the
match.
Should the Spartans
reach the finals, revenge,
with a capital ’r’ will be the
word of the day for their
opponent.

**********
Monday Cinema
Anthony Quinn

in

REQUIEM FOR
A HEAVYWEIGHT
Morris Dailey
7&1O

EARN
THE MBA
WITH AN
OUTSTANDING
GRADUATE
FACULTY AT
RUTGERS lir’

500

STUDY WITH THE LEADERS.
.m11

"One of America’s
top Graduate Schools of
Business Administration."
From A (rutrly
tarry Edur anon
in Rustor,x Week Mugu:Inc

1

Rutgers. The State University,
offers you an opportunity to
study with one of the nation’s
most distinguished faculties in
management education whether as a full-time or parttime student. The Rutgers
MBA program is one of three
in the N.Y. Metropolitan Area
accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business.
Trimester study program.
Full-time admissions June and
September. Part-time admissions September and February.

Ed Avaldan; senior quiet, reserved, conservative style player dedication proves helpful
- team player.
Sean Keohane; pride of
no-goal defense - last man
to stop Huskies’ shots he’s been doing it all year
why stop now - 92 saves.

RUTGERS
Please send me full informntien on poor
MI1A pmernm
Nan,.

Steve Ryan; UNDERRATED! - can play
any position on the field recent move from forward
to sweeper proves this six goals, five assists
doesn’t begin to tell the
story - would be an ’Easy’
on any other team - ball
’enntrol, dribbling, defense,

ITS HOW YOU WEAR IT LONG

SCIENTIFIC

added strength
Tickets for the game
will be on sale today in the
SJSU ticket office and prior
to the game at the Stadium.
Tickets are $2 ( adults) and
$1 (students and
youngsters under 18).
KSJS ( 90.7 FM) will
broadcast the game
beginning at 7:45 p.m.
Steve Maggi, Bill Schultz,
Mark Furrer and Sean
Keating will bring the play
by play live from
Municipal Stadium,

Cosmic
Church of Life
SPIRITUAL - METAPHYSICAL
PSYCHIC SCIENCE CENTER
Pnvatv

Spiritual hvaling

consultanon
by appt

and messages
at all services

Rev. Micheline Russo, Pastor

call for
appointment
265-9505

998-53213
Hotel De Anza
233W Santa Clara
(Santa Clara Room)

HAIR CARE CENTER

Services
Mai -lbws
1.30&7 p.m
Sat -Sun. 2p.m

PRINCETON BARBER STYLING SALON
1375 PRINCETON PLAZA

announcements .]
PIANO INSTRUCTION - THEORY
CLASSICAL
in HARMONY
20 YEARS EXPERTO JAZZ
IENCE, CALL 225-7013.
BREAD AND ROSES BOOKSHOP
136 So. 1st St.. 294-2930.
New and used, Afro-American
Latino, Chicano. Native American, Marxist, women’s labor.
children’s books ft much more.
Selected posters in records.
Friendly personal service.
Browsers welcome. Ask about
our special events. Open 10 to 6,
Mon. through Sat.
AWAKEN Your fantasies while
conditioning your body. Eufrasia
School of Ballet offers special
college age classes for beginners
through advanced. Small classes
individual attention. Studios.
San Jose Et Santa Clara.
241.1303
KUNG FU ’snow available at the Institute of PsychoPhysical Development la non-profit educational corporatonl 325 S. First
St., 4th Floor, San Jose. Classes
are on MON thru THUR at 7 on,
and SAT at 10 a.m., spectators
welcome Full time students 112
units or morel get a 15% discount. For more information drop
by or call 293-6611
PHOTOGRAPHS
Hire a
photographer at a small hourly
fee for weddings, dinners, etc.,
and keep the negatives. Also will
trade this service for others. Call
Ron 14151 471 7727
The Christian Science Organization
meets at 3 30 Wednesdays in the
SJSU Student Chapel. The
SJSU campus community is
welcome

FRIDAY FLICKS Presents: Gene
Hackman as the abrasive Popeye
Doyle in FRENCH CONNECTION
II. John Frankenhermer directed
this sequel which is no mere spin
off of the original. Also starring
Fernando Rey in Cathleen Nes
pat Two shows, 7 ft 10 p.m.,
Friday Nov 19, Morris Dailey
Auditorium St by Alpha Phi
Omega, the service Fraternity.
Win your Thanksgiving Turkey.
Drawing held Nov. 23, 24, 25,
Sutter’s Junction Restaurant,
corner of 10th 6 William, SJ.
Now open for lunch. 11 2:30
OFT

NEED CASH? Have a cosmetic par
ty on us for guaranteed income
Make your reservation now,
Leave name and phone no. at
268.8375

i"

automotive

A 10% DISCOUNT with this ad for
an Rerfronic DYNAMOMETER
tune up at 1UNE 41, the automotive tune up specialists, 1531
W San Carlos. SJ Your cost will
be 4 cyl $33, 6 cyl $35 10, 8 cyl
$369) (most carsi Parts & labor
included Guaranteed 6 months
Takes about 30 min Phone
286 3566 Discount good through
December 1, 1976
1971 We Bus. New clutch, brakes,
In mm , AM FM, tape, must sell.
92(98) 244 1145 Georgeann
Toyota ’70 Corona Deluxe A C
automatic, rebuilt eng . excellent
coed $1250 2756643
1970 VW Bug. Rebuilt eng, low mm.
excellent coed $1250 Call Bar
bera 279 9792
’56 Chevy Step Van. partially con
vetted to camper, runs well, case
241 5721

If.

entertainment

FRIDAY FLICKS Presents: Gene
Hackman as the abrasive Popeye
Doyle in FRENCH CONNECTION
II. John Frankenheimer directed
this sequel which is no mere spin
off of the original. Also starring
Fernando Rey in Cathleen Nespitt. Two shows, 7 in 10 p.m.,
Friday Nov 19, Morris Dailey
Auditorium. St by Alpha Phi
Omega, the service Fraternity.
Entertainment want exposure? INo
hrd rockl Sutter’s Junct. 10th in
William SJ. 292-9229.

for sale

is.

CASH for books and records
Phone 286-6275. Recycle Book
store. 98 E. San Fernando, SJ.
Selection of used books in
records Great,
SHREDDED FOAM Rubber, 50C
lbs Any Quantity, 293-2964.
Wedding drew and veil, size 14,
Waterbed and bedroom furniture
and misc items. Call 258,9377
evenings and weekends.
SKIS: Durafiber 190cm, Salomon
505. $50 Durafiber ’77 fits 19) to
195 cm, $75, 277-e278.
ELVIS TICKETS for sale
$30 ’ticket Call 296-7064.
Whirlpool bath, stainless steel,
useful for athletics..298. 3318.
Greet Books, 54 volumes valuable
for the Lit major. Paid via), sell
for $275. 356 9249, 6 p.m.

P.

help wanted

IMMEDIATE NEED: Sales leaders
Sell tomorrow’s products today
Come to where the money is
Call
with Shaklee products
356 9226 or 286-5386. ask for
ACTIVIST: Need a lob for x-mas?
Work with grass-roots citizen’s
organization for better transit,
quality education, consumer leo
tection. Salaried positions, full or
part time Call 293-2684. 9 to 2
Santa Clara Valley Coalition,
Wonted: violinist to record with
progressive rock band. Call Mar
ty. 353 3498
Need 30 pg. paper typed. can Pay
$10 in trade, can do weaving,
art, posters. writing,
adv
356 1910
telephone, salary and
Part time
comm., near campus, no evo
necessary. days. eves. or week
ends, Mr Montan at 287,6795.
WE HAVE JOBS for 6 persons Full
or part time. Set your own hours
FREE crash course training. Call
Mrs Le Mann between 2 in 5
m Mon thru Thursday.

:r

Si 50
200
2 50
3 00

200
2 50
300
3 50

225
775
325
3.75

740
290
340
390

250
300
3.50
4 00

Each additional Ione add:
50
50
50

511

50

14.v
FOUND at SJS Football Sta
chum, lost puppy, 3 4 mos
old
brown, mixed breed
Only ID white flea collar
Call 9913 5285 or 277-8668
U.

.51

personals
EXPERIENCE open friendly coni
niunication w /yoar peers in a
quiet warm atmosphere. Drop by
the Peer Drop In Center, 3rd
floor, Student Union, Diablo
Room. It’s a friendly place to
relax and meet . people, also
workshops, groupis, referrals and
information M thur Thurs.. 10
am, 7 pry., Friday 10-3 p.m.
Drop by soon.
FRIDAY FLICKS Presents Gene
Hackman as the abrasive Popeye
Doyle in FRENCH CONNECTION
11. John Frankenheimer directed
this sequel which is no mere spin
off of the original. fast) starring
Fernando Rey in Cithleen Nes
pin. Two shows, 7 in 10 p.m
Friday Nov. 19, Morris Dailey
Auditorium. 51 by Alpha Phi
Omega, the service Fraternity,
Kathy: Don’t want to be your Tiger
cause Tigers play too ruff, don’t
want to be your lion cause lions
aren’t the kind you love enough.
just manna be your Teddy Bear
we mean do
TO the same gang
you really wanna? Love Weeny &

Minimum Three Lines One Day

Check a Classification

your wedding day, call 371 1877,
Skip Garcia, Balladeer Music for
weddings, receptions, and pri
vate parties.

Kenwood 1400 Stereo AM FM
receiver. $150 321 2846 eves

TYPING SERVICE. Quality
Reasonable
work.
Fast.
rates. South San Jose Ann
Huston, 5783891.
DATES - DON’T spend your
weekends alone, write to us for
questionnaire. Matchmaker. P.O.
Box 24698 San Jose Ca. 95154.
STUDENT RATES! Term papers,
Theses, Resumes. Stevens Creek
near Kiely, 984-7500.

’xx
t:transportation
FLY HOME FOR Thanksgrving $40
round trip to L A area Depart
Wed Nov 23, return Sat 27th
For info call 27)8751

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, Stuff
envelopes $50 per 100 Send
stamped addressed envelope to
A Rodriguez, 1212 E William
St., San Jose. Calit. 95116.
Give a beautiful color portrait to a
loved one this holiday season
call Richard Mayer Photographer
at 292 2667
.51

stereos

SAVE THIS AD. Before you put
chase costly stereo equipment,
check with us for discounts on
200 major brands of Audio, TV,
tape, car stereo. etc Advice on
purchasing the Right gear the
first time with no hassles We
manufacture a complete lee of
Hi Fi speakers and blank record
mg tape sold wholesale to the
public Sounds Unique. 998
2693. Tues. Sat 12.6
USED STEREO EQUIPMENT. We
buy in sell used stereo equip
ment REBUY HI Fl, 5023 Ste
veins Creek Blvd Santa Clara.
9850344, T F. 10 7, Sat 10.5
LOUDSPEAKER

EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA Student
charter flights year round. ISCA
1609 Westwood Blvd. No 103,
L.A Calif 90024 12131 82656e8,
1326-0955

We

SYSTEMS:

PUT IT

Your Effect on me is
WADE-0
Happy B
anything but limp
Day! H F ft Co.
Happy Birthday Jackie Chong,
from your horny boyfriend
Hint
Happy 22nd Master Lauren David
Ustick 1111 Your illustrious rock
Love Denise
watcher

IN PRINT
If you haw something
special to say, put

’TYPING - IBM Selectric
2513884
Pick up and Delivery
YOGA arid Meditation Classes of
feted day and night Yoga is a
mental and physical discipline
the meditation practice is simple
and direct The price is 20 dollars
for 30 classes of 2 hours each
Call now 292 WAVE San Jose

it in Spartan Dai4
Personals.

2 lines 1 day is 75C
2 lines 2 days is $1
Come in to JC 208 between
9 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Term Papers
TYPING.
resumes theses /senior pull
ectsiletters 75C page and up
2874611
Office near SJU
287 861219 a m to 1 30 p.m 1 or
262 1923 tall other hours). Ask
for Kitty Carter. North Valley
Secretarial Service
thesis, term papers
TYPING
experienced and last
etc
Phone 269 8674
lei
I heat you’ve fallen in love
special IOUS, chosen by you tor

non comercrol ads only

Print Your Ad Here:

Each
addi
tonal
day

IC iuiil dine ix

’

r each lintel

Enclosed IsS

For

,

30 letters rind

35
35
15
35
Address

Phone

_II

City
SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER

Deadline,

Da yi

two days prior to pub

licatron
Consecutive

publical:on dates on

I
’No

*:

CHARTER FLIGHTS winter and
spring to London from Oakland
Seats available for XMAS, $359.
3 or 4 weeks Also Frankfurt from
L.A. from $399. British European
Travel, 937 Saratoga Ave , San
Jose, 95129 Phone 446 5252
CHARTER INFORMATION TO
NEW YORK . CHICAGO
EUROPE AT CHRISTMAS
MANY OTHER DESIGNATIONS
. . . YOUTH HOSTEL CARDS
. . . WORK ABROAD . STUDENT I.D. CAWS . . EURAIL
BRITRAIL PASSES .
INTER EUROPEAN FLIGHTS
.
INFORMATION TO ALL
PARTS OF THE WORLD
.
CONTACT THE STUDENT
TRAVEL CENTER IBARRACK
08, BEHIND MORRIS DAILEY)
MON. WED in THURS 1 p.m 4
p.m. OR CALL ANYTIME
259-8356 The Student Travel
Center is sponsored by SJSU
Backpackers International Club
GOING ABROAD?? Chances are
you need appliances that operate
on 220 volt, 50 cycle We carry a
variety of 220 volt appliances
ARIS EXPORT CO 6419 Tide
graph Ave . Oak Ca 94609 Tel
415 654 4751

QUALITY IBM TYPING
PALO ALTO AREA
JOYCE ADAMS
329-0:313

!V

travel

if.

4th in
WILLIAM’S Beauty Shop
William. 2E93-7163 Specializing in
hair cuts. European training Hair
probl,ms? Free Consultation

OR CASH TO:
: i Services
ii Housing
i Transportation
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
i I Lost and Found .: Travel
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
-----------------------95192
. i Help Wanted

are a small loudspeaker co, that
prides itself on quality and
craftsmanship Prices range from
$86- $303 K C K Loudspeakers
371-2048

TYPING - IBM SEL. 11, last. ac
curate, exp in Campbell Tura
bian 267-3119 Nan.

Print name_

Semester rate (all tssues I S25 00

IF or Sale

4

lost
and found

services

Five
days

Announcements

A FAR-OUT bunch of people want
you in thee complex, 1 bdrm, Ig,
oldy but goody. 10 mmn. away
$155
from sch. by bike
294-8545.
The State House Apts. at 508 So
11th St.. all 2 br. and 2 ba at
$205 with new furniture. carpets,
and drapes. Parking spaces
available. See manager at Api 1
Of call 286.4967

Enroll
STUDENT Dental Plan
Applications and in
"now"
formation at Associated Stu
dents office or call 371-6811

Three Four
days days

lines
lines
lines
lines

Near SJSU. 2 in 3 bdrrns. 2 baths,
starting at 5245. Furnished
Underground parking. 470 So
llth St., 287 7590.

housing

Two
days

3
4
5
8

$186 mo. 287-9783 or 292-7942.
ROOMMATE to share 2 bdr apt, ’5
blk to SJSU Clean, quiet, re
sponsible. Jun ,Sen preferred
Students from Jap., Taiw., Thail.
welcome. Call now 2974433,

DELIGHTFUL place to live. Ping
prang, volleyball, dishwasher,
radar oven Extra clean, extra
quiet 234 S 11th St 1 blk from
campus $85 and up. 998-00D3,
968 7410 level Mgrs. wanted.
EXCELLENT Rooms Across Cam
pus, men, 99 S 9th St Kitchen
cinv Shared $70 ’mo. Private
$105 mo Phone 279-9816. if no
answer call 2E8 1750, Girls 278 S.
10th St Across Bus Build.
Kitchen privil in parking from
975 shared nio ft $115 private.
Call 279 9035, if no answer on the
above numbers call 268.1750
DELIGHTFUL place to live Ping
Pong. Volleyball. dishwasher,
radar oven Extra clean, extra
quiet 234 S 11th St 1 blk from
campus $90 and up. 9913.0803,
968 7410 level Mgrs wanted.
Share Fare. Apt; with mother and
daughter, own bedrms 1/, bib.
SJSU 293 21398 Street pkg.
Deluxe secure 2 bdrm apt Pool.
carpets, drapes. A E.K
ww

One
day

1: Eoter !moment

NI III IN UM

dominate second half and
should come out winners Spartans have definite
advantages; strong
defense could help in trouble offense if it comes
to that - home field advantage in question players feel that they have
definite advantage in
Municipal Stadium but
rather be playing in the
’pit’ - home crowd support
will aid Spartans - Perez
double teamed could hurt
- Bench will provide

classifieds

.1 Automotive

Converoent ?moiler,a on our Newark
Comport and en the New !Ironwork Area

Overall: not knowing
too much about the Huskies
could hurt game tactics
somewhat - have been
able to adapt to different
opponent’s styles all
season, this should benefit
ability to adapt against
Huskies - first half should
be tight - team that is able
to adapt and move ball SIll

IT’S NOT HOW LONG
YOU WEAR YOUR HAIR,

Classified Rates

HI 0 ;1-,IIS 1 !N I V1’.ItSIT1ir ’rtrirliinte Shoot of Rusineax Adminirtiet1011
O2 New Street. Newark, NI 97102

13 goals against equals 1.0
goals-against average seven shutouts ties SJSU
record - Mr. Confident
feels they can’t lose which
aids attitudes in the long
run - not too tall (5 foot
10), but uses quick reactions to stop creations always hustling, gives 1000
per cent all of the time.

Al Garcia; strongest
defender - stallworth,
doesn’t give.

Give a used camera for Christmas
or sell your used photographic
equipment for extra Christmas
cash We have complete cameras
for under $40, call White Book at
227 5511

presents

500

Randy Bolanos;
physical, high powered doesn’t score much excellent feeder from
midfield - exciting midfielder to watch.

sports

Soares’ spot
All season long most
eyes have been fixed on the
ups and downs of the SJSU
football team.
Those sports enthusiasts who like to stay at
a constant "high" however
have been watching the
other football team, Julie
Menendez’s West Coast
Intercollegiate Soccer
Conference champions.
While the football team
will just be sitting at home
.)vatching football on TV
next Thursday, the soccer
squad could very well be
preparing for the NCAA
championships, Dec. 4-5.
Hopes of national acclaim from a SJSU athletic
team have suddenly
switched from kicking
balls through an upright to
slamming balls into a net.
The SJSU soccer squad
does take on an amazing
resemblance to a local
football team, a
professional group located
in the east bay.
Nearly the same scripts
have been written for the
SJSU booters and the
Oakland Raiders during
the past decade.
The Raiders have
reached the playoffs nine of
the past 10 seasons,
reaching the Super Bowl
only in 1968, while the

stamina are only a portion
of his assets - came to
SJSU from S.F. State,
smart move on his part will play important role in
Husky confrontation.

man - good, getting better
- always hustling.
Jerry Bevan’: keystone
of defensive wall - endless
stamina - defense’s Mr.
Clutch, has been making
crucial saves all season has been hampered by
ankle problems should not
effect performance against
Huskies.

refund,

on

cancelled

ads
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Reading, understanding agreement
helps avoid tenant-landlord problem
By Sheryl Siminoff
The importance of
determining the rental
agreement and maintaming the tenant -landlord
relationship was emphasized Tuesday at the
Renter’s Forum.
A.S. attorney Bob
Fulton recommended inspecting the place of occupancy, discussing the
agreement with the landlord and forming a
written or verbal
agreement.
"You should read the
agreement and try to
determine if the manager
Fulton
is reasonable.
said. "Inspect the property
for defects, and note

these."
Fulton suggested if the
agreement is not clear, the
tenant should have additional writing placed on
the agreement to avoid
future problems.
He said to also get
receipts for payments, and
a copy of the rental
agreement along with any
other communication with
the landlord.
Under code sections
outlining the duties and the
rights of landlords, the
landlord is required to
provide "a habitable
dwelling," according to
Fulton.
"If you’re having water.
heating or lighting

problems you should be
able to get remedies from
the City of San Jose
Housing and Development
Committee, who could, if
necessary, bring action
against the landlord.
Rent withholding
In Green vs. the
Superior Court, the court
held that if the place is not
fit, the tenant has the right
to withhold the rent, said
Fulton.
Fulton said there are
code provisions that the
landlord can have waived
in the contract. If so, the
tenant gives up his rights.
He recommended the
tenant delete sections of
the agreement that he

might not be able to lit e up
to, before signing it.
During the tenants’ time
of residence, the landlord
has the right to enter in
cases of emergencies,
repairs, abandonment of
the place and under a court
order, according to Fulton.
The code allows entrance
only during normal
business hours and only
after a 24-hour notice.
"The provision can not
be used for harassment. "It
is really your place, and
you should be able to reside
in peace." Fulton said.
Deposits problem
Fulton said security
deposits are always a
problem. He recommended

Stolen nuclear testing device
presents danger only to thief
By Kevin Dwyer
A stolen nuclear testing
device presents no danger
"except for the person who
takes it apart." said a San
Jose police officer investigating the theft of the
device from a pickup truck
parked on Eighth Street
last week.
Lt. David Pollock, who
has no leads in the case,
said if the thief broke open
the 40-pound device. which
contains a small nuclearly
charged disc, and breathed
in the powder emitted from
the disc, the results could
be hazardous.
"If someone gut the
it
:q+der down hi

v%ould cd use deterioration
of the bone marrow, as well
as brain and tissue
damage," he said.
Pollock, who has a
doctorate in criminalistics,
feared that it a child
swallowed the disc it would
injure him severely or kill
him.
The $3,000 device, used
by construction crews to
determine the density of
soil, is owned by W.A.
Wahler and Associates of
Palo Alto.
Device stolen
Dennis Buranek, an
&NU night student who
works full-time for W.A.
Wahler and Associates,

Two departments
might separate
The In icon fnent al
Studies Department at
SJSU may separate from
the Geography Department next fall, according to
Dr. Gerald Wheeler, acting
dean of the School of Social
Sciendes.
The Environmental
Studies Department
merged with geography

Trivia
TRIVIA QUESTIf
Fe IN ToDAY: Who 11
Tennessee ’fused,
sidekick?
YESTERDAY’S
SW ER : A googol.
number, is one follow ,
by 100 zeroes.
Trivia suggest iw,
should by submitted
Rick Gaunt at the Spa
tan Daily office between
1:30p.m. and 4:30 p.m.

LA’) scarS ago because its
enrollment was so low the
university couldn’t afford
to pay for administrators
and the staffing of the
department.

Dr. Richard Ellefsen,
chairman of the Geography
Department. said environmental studies will become
a program similar to women’s studies and not an
actual department.
"A program is an official status that functions
with a certain amount of
autonomy," he said.

had dm en the company owned pickup from a job
site in Monterey to SJSU
for a class last Thursday
night.
He parked the vehicle in
front of 45 N. Eighth St. at 5
p.m.
When Buranek returned
from the class at 7:30 p.m.
he discovered the device
was missing.
Pollock called it a
"crime of coincidence" in
which a "casual thief was
probably walking by, saw
the device on the truck and
made off with it," he said.
Box marked
According to D.W.
Pedley, supervisory
technician for the company, the device could
cause "radioactive burns"
if tampered with.
He said the aluminum
box which contains the
device, is clearly marked
"CAUTION, RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL" with a
radioactive marking on the
case.
Pedley said the
radioactiiie substance,
Americium, could be a
"problem if exposed and
left open for a long period
of time."
Precaution unnecessary
said
Pedley
precautionary measures
for transporting such
devices are not necessary
because it happens so
seldom."
Pollock agreed, stating

Sci position opens

An election will be held
Monday to select an acting
Political Science Department chairperson for next
spring, Dr. Roy Young,
chairman of the department, announced Wednesday.
The announcement
came at the department’s
regular monthly facult
meeting.
Young will take a
sabba!ical leave during the
spring, 1977 semester.
Those eligible to fill in
for Young while he is away
must either be associate or
tenured professors within
the department.
Young outlined the
procedure for picking the
acting chairperson at the
meeting.

instructors within the
department may vote.
For his sabbatical.
Young said he will stay in
San Jose and work for State
Senator Alfred Alquist (D-

San Jose).
As to what his job will be
when he is working for
Alquist, Young replied, "I
don’t know what I’ll be
doing yet."

ic
4. 411k
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Shish Rabat)
Delicious bee!
roasted 1, ,
exclusi,
All served in Arabian pocket bread as
{i sandwiches with special Tahini sauce
hawarma
Tender. juicy
beef
Kahabs

Falafel
Deep fried
vegetable
balls

RESTAURANT

He said anyone interested in running must
see him personally before
Monday, and all full-time

20 Washington Street
247-2081
9 No. Market Street
294.6867
--

Association of Vietnamese Patriots
Presents
Two Exclusive Documentary Films

North Vietnam July, 1969
Saigon Apandril 1976.
FrkIayN

19

8:CO p.m

Erxj 13lcig 132

A.S. LEISURE
SERVICES BOA Ft D
4 STUDENTS-AT--LAW .1
Semites HoarI
writs a Recreation Prograt,
all staff and students of San I.
State The Board handle,
protests and special rultnq
connection with the admin,,,, ,
tion of rules of competition II
the Intramural Program
DEADLINE TUESDAY
Grotjan-A.5.PersonnelOffices3rd levelS.0

FRYE

BOOTS

Prices Start
at
$35.99

_AHEM
515 E CAMPBELL AVE

Poll

COMMUNICATION
BOARD
t
NTS-AT-LARGE
recommending
. - lent of the Coll
les and procedures which
and facilitate the fut)CttntiittC
II ,effinfal student and coll
linunicatiinis media and pro
fix t their freedom to publish

TTntactGloria

CAMPBELL
374-7550

this IA as the’ first nuclear
device theft he’s encountered.
Pollock predicted
similar thefts will occur in
the future because of the
upsurge in industrial
equipment using nuclear
materials as an energy
source.

if the landlord does not give
back the deposit, the tenant
should give him a written
demand, two weeks to act
and then take him to small
claims court. If the landlord turns off the utilities
with intent to terminate
occupancy, he is liable for
damages and 8100 each day
the tenant is deprived of
service, he said.
Termination of the
tenant’s residency can be
done through an unlawful
retainer action in which
either the landlord tries to
remove someone, or the
tenant refuses to pay rent
because the landlord hasn’t
lived up to the agreement.
"The entire process is
for the landlord to
repossess his property and
there are not many
defenses to unlawful
retainer," he said.
Discrimination prohibited
"You do not have an
absolute right to live on the
property," Fulton said.
The law prohibits
landlord discrimination
against the tenant, but the
landlord can remove the
tenant for any other
reason.
"You do not have an
absolute right to live on the
property." Fulton said.

Young takes leave
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CUPERTINO
996-1991 or 1992
10171 SARATOGA SUNNY VA E RD

When you’ve got only 2 tickets to the big game
and you forgot that you asked Cheryl,Lori,Tracy,
Kelly, Sabrina and Trisha,but they didn’t
it’s no time to get filled up.

Lite Beer from Miller.
Everything you always wanted
in a beer. And less.

